WINERY

Post-Harvest
Equipment
Maintenance

By Josh Hermsmeyer

Take care of your equipment now, and it
will take care of you next season

hat danger lurks in the bowels of your crush
pad equipment after harvest? What unseen
horrors, organic and inorganic, wait patiently
through the wintery months for their moment to
inflict maximum damage and downtime on unsuspecting vintners?
Jon Johnson, sales manager for Carlsen and Associates in Healdsburg, Calif., is on a mission to help producers understand the benefits of a proper post-harvest
maintenance routine. Johnson advised that the dangers
are big, and getting bigger.
In early September, just prior to the 2011 harvest,
Johnson led a roundtable discussion with equipment
and service professionals to discuss with V&WM some
of the common mistakes they see, and how to avoid
or correct them. Participants included: David Peritore,
owner of Winery Service Connection in Santa Rosa,
Calif.; Bruce Edwards, vice president of operations for
Scott Laboratories in Petaluma, Calif.; Leonard Larsen,
service technician for Scott Laboratories; Joel Crosbie,
owner of Coast Winery Systems in Atascadero, Calif.;
and Harvey Gonzalez of Euro-Machines in Fairfield,
Calif.
“Contrary to popular opinion, the majority of equipment is not clean in place,” Johnson said. “Must
pumps, especially. No one is cleaning must pumps
properly.”

Lack of training and motivation seem to be the biggest culprits behind inadequate post-harvest maintenance. According to the roundtable participants, most
winemakers, cellar managers and crews aren’t formally
trained in equipment maintenance. “Their focus is making great wine, not learning all the ins and outs of every
piece of their equipment,” Johnson noted.
Combine this with an understandable lack of energy after harvest, and you have a recipe for a microbial
bonanza or equipment failure.
“If you have even a tiny hole in a bladder press, juice
will leak inside,” Johnson said. “The fermenting juice
will attract rodents, and the rodents will then chew
through the rubber to get inside. Cleaning and inspection are crucial.”

AT A GLANCE
 Many vintners fail to carry out proper post-harvest equipment maintenance.
 This can cause problems for vintners the following season,
from microbial issues to equipment failure.
 Suppliers are happy to provide information to their clients
about best practices.
 A little extra work after harvest can prevent future hassles.
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Beware of holes in bladder presses, or you may end up with a
rodent issue.

Yet even for production crews that understand the
need for basic maintenance, such as proper cleaning
and lubricating of bearings and chains, things can still
go horribly wrong.
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“You can over-love your equipment,” said Peritore. “Eighty percent of the bearing failures I see are
from pushing in too much grease –
they are literally blowing the seal.”
He recommends half a pump from
a typical grease dispenser.
Improper equipment maintenance is so common in the industry
that for his clients, Peritore places
color-coded stickers at every bearing and part needing ongoing service by the winery crew. Printed on
each label is the type of lubricant
needed and, critically, how much
lubricant to apply.
“Even in manuals, they really
don’t inform you how to properly
care for these kinds of things,”
Peritore said.
Edwards of Scott Laboratories
agreed that some simple, yet highly
effective, maintenance techniques
are seldom put into practice.
“Conveyor belts, for instance,”
Edwards noted. “You want to slack

Desiccant bags are handy for keeping moisture at bay inside electrical boxes.

them. Take the pressure off them
after your last use for the season.
Otherwise, as they cool, they can
stretch and stress the seams.”
“Put some covers on your
pump ports to keep out rodents
and insects,” Johnson added. “Or

Get the best out of your grapes.
The Europress exclusively by Euro-Machines

at least slap some duct tape on
there!”

ELECTRONICS MAINTENANCE
Electronics and control panels
are also common sources of trou-
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ble. Crosbie of Coast Winery Systems recommended that if wineries
do only one thing, it’s to ensure that
moisture doesn’t collect in electrical boxes. “The No. 1 thing is desiccant bags in the electrical boxes,”
he said.
Larsen of Scott Labs added:
“If you think about it, everything
that runs through the panel can be
affected. If you have a pedestal
panel that you can bring in out of
the elements, do it. If you have a
thermostat-controlled heating element, use it. And always throw in
desiccant bags for good measure.”
Euro-Machines’ Gonzalez pointed out that humidity can also be
harmful to electrical boxes. “Moisture in the control panel is a big

problem,” he said. “We have high
humidity in Napa and Sonoma at
night, and stainless steel is conducive. Be aware of the elements.”
Euro-Machines and other suppliers have 110-volt thermostatcontrolled heating elements that
keep electrical boxes moisture-free
– but only if they’re kept plugged
in. “Unfortunately, not everyone
does this,” Johnson said. Too often
crews unplug the equipment completely, either during a move or
simply because they think it’s safer.
Ultimately, the delicate and expensive control board suffers.
Perhaps even more chilling,
according to those who service
winery equipment, NEMA-4 rated
boxes really aren’t moisture-proof.

A pressure washer applied indiscriminately can cause moisture
to enter, and is a fairly common
point of failure. A temperature differential between the inside and
outside of the box can also cause
the control cabinet to “inhale”
corrosive moisture. Again, desiccant bags are the recommended
solution.

TRAINING AND CHECKUPS
While ongoing professional
maintenance is the route recommended by the roundtable
group, on-site training can also
be arranged through Carlsen,
Scott Labs and Winery Service
Connection.

MAINTENANCE NIGHTMARES
We asked the roundtable participants to describe
the equipment-maintenance scenario of their nightmares.
Leonard Larsen, Scott Laboratories: “It’s got to
be an exposed control panel, open to the elements.
Light, cold, heat and moisture all contribute to nuisance problems as well as component failure.”
Bruce Edwards, Scott Laboratories: “My nightmare scenario is water in the gearbox oil. It’s hard
to check for if you don’t know what you’re looking
for, and the consequences can be huge. You can

completely destroy a gearbox, which sometimes
requires some very exotic parts.”
David Peritore, Winery Service Connection:
“Over-lubrication of bearings. The consequences
can be as big as power transmission and motor failure.”
Jon Johnson, Carlsen and Associates: “Contamination due to lack of thorough and proper cleaning
post-harvest, for must pumps in particular. It’s detrimental to wine quality, which is the biggest concern
of our clients.” – J.H.
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Johnson acknowledged the state
of the economy and cash-flow concerns wineries face post-harvest.
He is so convinced of the value of
post-harvest maintenance, however, that Carlsen offers its customers half-price pre-harvest checkups
the following year.
“It just makes that big of a difference,” Johnson explained. “If
you put your equipment to bed correctly, wake-up is easy and troublefree.”
A full post-harvest checkup can
also alert wineries to problems well
ahead of the time crunch and stress
of harvest. Knowing in advance that
an Italian press needs a key part
from overseas gives a producer
ample lead time to order it and get
it installed.
“It’s all about peace of mind,”
Peritore said.

SERVICE CHECKLIST

Pumps
 Inspect for proper safety plac-

ards
 Disassemble and clean all

pumps before storage

 Lube chain and rotate; food-

grade silicone spray preferred
 Spray short burst of food-

grade silicone in motor brake
area

 Inspect any mechanical seals

 Grease all lubrication points

areas and remove residue

 Inspect bag for integrity and

 Check oil for levels and leaks
 Check cord cap for proper con-

nections
 Add desiccant bag to control

cabinet
 Inspect couplings and joints

for wear
 Cover ports for rodent and

insect protection
Receiving Hoppers
 Inspect for proper safety plac-

ards
 Check oil for levels and leaks

wear
 Add enough air to bag to elimi-

nate wrinkles
 Check cord cap for proper con-

nections
 Add desiccant bag to control

cabinet
 Cover ports for rodent and

insect protection
 Rotate drum to drain-down

position with doors and ports
closed
Destemmers
 Inspect for proper safety plac-

To help clients stay on top
of their post-harvest equipment
maintenance duties, Carlsen and
Associates created a helpful checklist. (see right)
If you follow these guidelines,
and the tips from the roundtable
participants, you’re likely to have
a smoother, more trouble-free harvest next year. And who doesn’t
want that? 

 Check cord cap for proper con-

Presses

 Check for worn rollers

Josh Hermsmeyer is co-owner of
Capozzi Winery in Russian River
Valley and is bringing digital wine
lists to the beverage industry as
CEO of Labrador OmniMedia.

 Inspect for proper safety plac-

 Remove tartrate from all sur-

Comments? Please e-mail us at
feedback@vwm-online.com.

 Replace filters in vacuum and

nections
 Clean all areas of fruit contact

or retention
 Add desiccant bag to control

cabinet
 Cover screw for flight edging

protection

ards
 Clean all areas of fruit contact

and retention
 Check oil for levels and leaks

pressure pumps

ards
 Lubricate all grease points and

bearings
 Spray food-grade silicone on

any chains and rotate
 Check oil for levels and leaks
 Clean all areas of fruit contact

and retention

faces
 Check cord cap for proper con-

nections
 Add desiccant bag to control

cabinet
 Cover ports for rodent and

insect protection
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